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Abstract

Objective.—Trauma exposure is associated with a more severe, persistent course of affective and 

anxiety symptoms. Markers of reward neural circuitry function, specifically activation to reward 

prediction error[RPE], are impacted by trauma and predict future course of affective symptoms. 

This study’s purpose was to determine how lifetime trauma exposure influences relationships 

between reward neural circuitry function and the course of future affective and anxiety symptoms 

in a naturalistic, transdiagnostic observational context

Methods.—59 young adults ages 18 to 25[48F/11M, 21.5±2.0yrs] experiencing psychological 

distress completed the study. Participants were evaluated at baseline, six, and twelve months. At 

baseline, participants reported lifetime trauma events and completed a monetary reward fMRI task. 

Affective and anxiety symptoms were reported at each visit and trajectories were calculated using 

MPlus. Neural activation during RPE and other phases of reward processing were determined 

using SPM8. Trauma and reward neural activation were entered as predictors of symptom 

trajectories.

Results.—Trauma exposure moderated prospective relationships between left ventral 

striatum(β= −1.29,p=0.02) and right amygdala(β=0.58,p=0.04) activation to RPE and future hypo/

mania severity trajectory: the interaction between greater trauma and greater left VS activation to 

RPE was associated with a shallower increase in hypo/mania severity whereas the interaction 
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between greater trauma and greater right amygdala activation to RPE was associated with 

increasing hypo/mania severity.

Discussion.—Trauma exposure impacts prospective relationships between markers of reward 

circuitry function and affective symptom trajectories. Evaluating trauma exposure is thus critically 

important in naturalistic and treatment studies aiming to identify neural predictors of future 

affective symptom course.
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Introduction

Trauma exposure during childhood and adolescence is common, and is associated with a 

more severe and persistent course of affective and anxiety symptoms(1–3). Individuals 

exposed to trauma have 2.0 greater odds of developing depressive symptoms, 2.7 greater 

odds of developing anxiety symptoms(4), and are at higher risk for bipolar disorder (BD)

(5,6). Identifying objective markers of future affective symptom course in naturalistic and 

intervention studies can help elucidate neural mechanisms underlying progression or 

recovery from affective disorders(7,8). However, the neural systems underlying whether, and 

which, affective and anxiety symptoms develop after trauma are poorly understood.

Survival requires learning to make predictions about future events based on expectations. 

Accurately predicting future rewards increases motivation and behaviors to obtain such 

rewards. Deficits in reward prediction change motivation to obtain rewards, as potential 

rewards may not be perceived as rewarding or the experience of reward can be altered if a 

mismatch exists between expected versus received reward(9). The difference between 

expected and received rewards is the reward prediction error(RPE)(10). Affective and 

anxiety disorders are associated with altered RPE, where negative expectations in depression 

and anxious worry impairs reward prediction(11). In contrast, heightened sensitivity to 

rewards is associated with hypo/mania and predisposition to BD(12). Recent research 

suggests trauma influences RPE(13). Impaired RPE following trauma may be a mechanism 

linking trauma exposure and development of affective and anxiety disorders.

Neural regions underlying RPE include the ventral striatum(VS) and amygdala. The VS 

encodes RPE(14), the amygdala encodes valence and salience, and VS and amygdala 

interact during encoding of reward and punishment(15,16). Other reward regions, including 

anterior cingulate cortex(ACC), ventrolateral prefrontal cortex(vlPFC), and orbitofrontal 

cortex(OFC) support other phases of reward processing. Rostral-dorsal ACC regulates 

behavior in response to the incentive salience of stimuli to obtain rewards(17–19). vlPFC 

computes the behavioral significance of environmental cues by linking stimuli to future 

rewards(reward expectancy[RE])(20,21), while OFC encodes the incentive salience of 

expected rewards(16–18,22–27). Altered activation in neural regions supporting RPE is 

implicated in affective(28,29) and anxiety(30) disorders. Specifically, lower VS activation to 

RPE is observed in depressive and anxiety disorders(31–33) and is associated with 

depression severity(34) in many, but not all(see(35)), studies. Blunted VS response to RPE is 
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associated with the development of future depression(36) and anhedonia(37). Reward 

processing is also altered in BD. BD is characterized by heightened VS activation to reward 

processing, heightened VS and amygdala activation to monetary and social reward(38–41), 

and heightened VS-amygdala connectivity during reward receipt(42). The pattern of elevated 

VS and amygdala activation, and VS-connectivity, to reward may underlie the arousal and 

reward sensitivity characteristic of hypo/mania(12,43), the pathognomonic symptom 

dimension of BD. Given the relationship between VS activation/connectivity to RPE and 

affective symptoms, neural activation and connectivity to RPE may be an important 

biomarker in the prediction of affective and anxiety symptoms.

Research suggests trauma exposure also impacts reward prediction and reward neural 

circuitry function(13), making RPE a plausible target linking trauma to affective and anxiety 

symptoms. Trauma exposure is associated with lower VS activation to reward, higher 

amygdala activation and ineffective ACC regulation of VS and amygdala activation(44,45). 

Greater life stress between ages 5-18 years is associated with lower VS activation to receipt 

of monetary reward(46) and lower VS reward activation relates to worse depression severity 

in those with life stress(47,48). Greater amygdala activation to valenced/salient stimuli in 

trauma-exposed individuals is also associated with reduced connectivity between amygdala 

and VS, particularly when trauma occurs earlier in life when such connections are 

developing(44). Lower VS-amygdala connectivity may blunt VS activation to reward and 

produce depressive symptoms in contrast from increased connectivity, which may produce 

hypo/mania(44,49, 50). In studies including positive and negative emotional stimuli, trauma-

exposed individuals exhibited heightened amygdala activation to viewing emotional 

content(51). Amygdala activation correlated with hyperarousal, a feature of both hypo/mania 

and post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD)(49). ACC regulation of VS, amygdala and other 

regions supporting reward processing, while adaptive, might, if excessive, contribute to 

depressive symptoms(52,53). In young adults, we demonstrated that lifetime trauma was 

associated with greater ventral ACC(vACC) activation but with lower vACC connectivity 

with frontoparietal regions supporting executive control to RPE; and that lower connectivity 

vACC-frontoparietal connectivity was associated with heightened affective and anxiety 

symptoms(45). Yet, the extent to which trauma influences the prospective relationships 

between reward neural circuitry function and future affective and anxiety symptoms remains 

unknown.

In an expanded transdiagnostic sample from Eckstrand et al.(37) we aimed to determine how 

lifetime trauma exposure influences relationships between reward neural circuitry function 

and the course of future affective and anxiety symptoms in a naturalistic, observational, 

transdiagnostic context. Based on findings described above, we determined whether greater 

amygdala and lower VS activation, and altered ACC connectivity with VS and amygdala, to 

RPE in the setting of greater trauma exposure predicted worsening affective and anxiety 

symptoms. We prospectively followed, over 1 year, this transdiagnostic sample of young 

adults aged 18-25 years to examine development of affective and anxiety symptoms/severity 

in a naturalistic setting, in accord with the NIMH Research Diagnostic Criteria 

approach(54). Lifetime trauma exposure was assessed, and reward neural circuitry function 

was examined using an established monetary reward paradigm at baseline, with affective and 

anxiety symptoms measured over 1 year. Existing findings and clinical neuroscience models 
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of trauma allowed us to make the following hypotheses: 1.Greater VS and amygdala 

activation to RPE would predict increasing future hypo/mania severity, while lower VS 

activation to RPE would predict increasing future depression and anhedonia 

severity;2.Trauma would moderate these relationships, such that: a.greater trauma exposure 

and lower VS activation to RPE would predict increasing future depression and anhedonia 

severity, whereas greater trauma exposure and greater VS activation to RPE would predict 

decreasing future hypo/mania severity;b.greater trauma exposure and greater amygdala 

activation to RPE would predict increasing arousal, characterized by increasing hypo/mania 

and anxiety 3.Trauma would also impact the relationship between ACC-VS, ACC-amygdala, 

and VS-amygdala connectivity to RPE and future affective symptoms, such that greater 

trauma exposure, and greater ACC-VS connectivity and lower VS-amygdala connectivity, to 

RPE would predict increasing depression severity.

Methods

Participants/Study Design

This study was approved by the University of Pittsburgh Institutional Review Board. In an 

expanded sample from Eckstrand et al.(55)(61% overlap), 59 individuals between ages 

18-25 years seeking mental healthcare for psychological distress were included in the final 

sample of this prospective, longitudinal study(Table1). The study goal was to recruit a young 

adult community sample, a period when psychiatric illnesses emerge, and observe the course 

of affective symptoms independent of providing specific treatment interventions, 

maximizing the likelihood of capturing significant changes in symptoms over time(56). 

Participants were recruited via local student counseling centers and advertisement. 

Individuals were right-handed and spoke fluent English(eMethods). 40 of the 59 participants 

met criteria for one or more diagnoses at initial visit(eTable 1), determined using the 

Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-5, Research Version(SCID-5-RV(57)). Participants 

completed three study visits(0 months[baseline visit], 6- and 12-months after baseline visit), 

as three visit is sufficient for longitudinal modeling in neuroimaging research(58). 6 months 

was selected for the duration between visits as this is the conventional timeframe for 

determining recovery from depression(59) and thus appropriate in a naturalistic study for 

evaluating clinical outcomes. At baseline, participants completed functional magnetic 

resonance imaging(fMRI);clinician-rated and self-report measures of depression, anxiety, 

and hypo/mania symptoms;and an assessment of lifetime trauma exposure. Symptom 

measures were completed at each follow-up. Details of medication usage are presented in 

the supplement.

Trauma Exposure and Affective Measures

Lifetime trauma exposure was measured using the Trauma History Questionnaire(THQ) and 

quantified as the total number of events endorsed(eTable2)(60). Clinician-rated symptoms 

were measured with the Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression(HRSD)(61);Hamilton 

Anxiety Rating Scale(HAMA)(62);and Young Mania Rating Scale(YMRS)(63). Self-report 

measures included the Mood and Anxiety Symptom Questionnaire–Anhedonic Depression 

subscale(MASQ-AD)(64);MASQ–Anxious Arousal subscale(MASQ-AA);and the Snaith 

Hamilton Pleasure Scale(SHAPS)(65). See eMethods for measure scoring.
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Monetary Reward fMRI Task

Reward neural circuitry was examined using an adapted event-related card-guessing 

task(45,66) that included win, loss, mixed, and neutral outcome trials and four expectancy 

contexts(eFigure 1) with a monetary value associated with trial outcome($1 per win;$0.75 

deduction per loss;$0 for neutral). Reward prediction error(RPE), reward expectancy(RE), 

and outcome expectancy(OE) were derived from the monetary values associated with each 

trial type(eMethods). The outcome of interest, RPE, was computed as the difference 

between expected versus actual reward outcome based on the monetary value from each trial 

type:+$0.50 for a win;−$0.50 for no win in the possible win condition;+$0.375 for a no loss 

and −$0.375 for a loss in the possible loss condition;+$0.875 for a win and −$0.875 for a 

loss in the mixed condition and zero in the neutral condition. See eMethods for task 

description, RE/OE calculation, MRI acquisition parameters, and preprocessing.

Data Analyses

First level neuroimaging analysis used a fixed effect general linear model(GLM), 

implemented in Statistical Parametric Mapping software(SPM8), for each participant. The 

GLM included:the expectancy phase, including presentation of an upward or downward 

arrow, both or neither denoting one of the four possible expectancy contexts(above);the 

outcome phase, reflecting the result of the trial were entered;RPE, RE, and OE, each entered 

as parametric modulators, coupled to either the expectancy and outcome phases of each trial. 

RE was coupled to the expectancy phase, reflecting the expected value of the outcome;OE 

was coupled to the expectancy phase, reflecting the unsigned value of possible future 

outcomes;and RPE was coupled to the outcome, defined as the difference between the 

outcome and expected value. Another regressor modeled omission errors. Gram-Schmidt 

orthogonalization was applied to GLM regressors to eliminate collinearity between 

regressors. Physiological fluctuations, computed using CompCor(67,68) by calculating the 

mean signal within CSF, white matter, and high standard deviation voxels, and were 

included as covariates to reduce physiological and motion-related noise. Lastly, six motion 

parameters obtained during realignment were entered as covariates to control for head 

movement. A 60s high-pass filter and autoregressive modelling were implemented during 

fitting. The GLM was fit to the two task blocks separately and parameter estimates were 

combined across each.

First level contrast images were entered into second level SPM analyses. Participant age, 

gender, parental education, psychotropic load during the study period, and scanner type were 

entered as covariates in activation and connectivity models. Voxelwise analyses were 

constrained to a single mask comprising reward regions(eFigure 2). The mask included the 

main regions of interest, VS and amygdala, and other reward regions, comprising a mask of 

all key regions implicated in reward processing:bilateral amygdala, rostral-dorsal 

ACC(BA32), OFC(BA11), and vlPFC(BA47) defined in WFUPickAtlas;and VS as 

previously defined functionally in the present task(69,70). Functional connectivity 

maps(eMethods) were generated with ACC and VS as seed regions. Activation and 

connectivity maps within the mask were thresholded at the cluster level pFWE<0.05 with 

cluster extent threshold of kE>20 voxels. Contrast values representing BOLD activation and 
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connectivity for regions with significant activation in second-level voxelwise analyses were 

extracted using Marsbar(http://marsbar.sourceforge.net/).

Intercepts and slopes of linear growth trajectories of individual symptoms over 1 year were 

calculated using baseline, 6-and 12-month timepoints with MPlus7(71). No variables had 

>5% missing data. MPlus uses full information maximum likelihood and all available data to 

estimate models, estimating each parameter directly without filling in missing values. 

Individual growth slopes over 1-year were used as dependent variables in subsequent 

analyses.

Data points for imaging markers, trauma exposure, and symptom trajectories were excluded 

from analyses if they were greater than 3SD from the mean to avoid the influence of extreme 

outliers(eResults). This included one data point from three different participants: right ACC 

RPE activation, right VS RPE activation, and left VS RPE activation.

Multivariate linear models implemented in SPSSv23 tested hypotheses of whether lifetime 

trauma exposure influenced relationships among markers of reward neural circuitry function 

and future affective and anxiety symptom trajectories over 6 months and 1year. Two separate 

multivariate linear models were run for each time span: one multivariate linear model 

examined clinician-rated symptom trajectories while the other multivariate linear model 

examined self-report symptom trajectories. Self-report and clinician-rated symptoms were 

examined in separate models as type of symptom rating scales contributes uniquely to 

symptom severity(72). Each multivariate linear model was structured similarly where 

models contained three nested univariate tests, one for each symptom trajectory. The 

clinician-rated multivariate linear models contained univariate tests predicting HAMA, 

HRSD, or YMRS symptom trajectories over 6 months or 1 year. The self-report multivariate 

linear models contained univariate tests predicting MASQ-AD, MASQ-AA, or SHAPS 

symptom trajectories over 6 months or 1 year. The same nine predictor variables were used 

in each nested univariate test: lifetime trauma exposure; the four neural regions with 

significant RPE activation(Results);and four interaction terms between lifetime trauma 

exposure and regions with significant RPE activation. Fixed intercepts were included in all 

models. The statistical threshold for each univariate model in each multivariate linear model 

was corrected for the number of univariate tests in each multivariate mode using sequential 

goodness of fit(SGoF+) metatests, as were the predictor-outcome relationships in each 

univariate model. SGoF+ is an effective tool for adjustment with high-dimensional biologic 

data to detect significant relationships without increasing the false discovery rate(73)

(eMethods). Results are reported for each univariate test overall and the predictor-outcome 

relationships within the univariate tests. As reward neural activation had been corrected for 

demographic variables and psychotropic medication, these variables were excluded from 

growth trajectory and multivariate linear models. Post-hoc moderation analyses implemented 

using PROCESS in SPSSv23 examined effects of diagnosis, medication, and outpatient 

mental health treatment;Pearson correlations tested relationships between predictor and 

outcome variables(eResults).
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Results

ROIActivation/Connectivity during RPE

In the fMRI main effects analysis examining neural activation to the contrast of interest, 

RPE, there was significant activation to RPE in four regions: the left and right VS, right 

amygdala, and right rostral-dorsal ACC(Table 2,Figure1A). Activation in these regions was 

used in subsequent models to examine the interactive effects with trauma and 1-year 

symptom trajectories. There were no areas of significant activation to RPE in OFC or vlPFC. 

There were no areas of significant ACC or VS connectivity to RPE. No ROIs were activated 

significantly, nor was significant ACC or VS connectivity observed, to RE and OE.

Hypothesis 1:RPE Activation predicting 1-year symptom trajectories

In the 1-year clinician-rated multivariate linear model including trauma exposure and 

clinician-rated outcome variables, there was a significant effect of predictor variables on 1-

year clinician-rated hypo/mania trajectory(F[9,45]=2.302,η2=0.315,p=0.032), but not 

clinician-rated depression or anxiety trajectory. At the univariate level, after correction for 

multiple comparisons, the increase in 1-year hypo/mania severity was specifically predicted 

by greater left VS RPE activation(F[1,45]=8.543,β=4.133,η2=0.160,p=0.005;Table 3) and 

lower right amygdala RPE activation(F[1,45]=6.645,β=−0.174,η2=0.111,p=0.022;Table 3) 

and not by neural activation to RPE in the right VS or right rostral-dorsal ACC. No 

significant relationships with self-report symptoms were observed in the 1-year self-report 

multivariate linear model(eTable9).

Hypotheses 2-3:Interaction between lifetime trauma exposure and RPE activation 
predicting 1-year symptom trajectories

In the 1-year clinician-rated multivariate linear model, at the univariate level, trauma 

exposure interacted with regions with significant RPE neural activation in the left 

VS(F[1,45]=5.740,β=−1.288,η2=0.113,p=0.021) and right 

amygdala(F[1,45]=4.533,β=0.579,η2=0.092,p=0.039) to predict 1-year change in clinician-

rated hypo/mania severity(Figure1B). The interaction between greater trauma and greater 

left VS RPE activation was associated with a shallower increase in hypo/mania severity 

whereas the interaction between greater trauma and greater right amygdala RPE activation 

was associated with increasing hypo/mania severity(Table 3). There was no interaction 

between trauma exposure and neural RPE activation to predict 1-year clinician-rated 

depression or anxiety severity. These findings remained significant after accounting for 

diagnosis and psychotropic medication use during the study period(eResults). There was no 

interaction between trauma exposure and neural RPE activation predicting self-report 

symptom trajectories(eTable9).

Supplementary Analyses:Interaction between lifetime trauma exposure and RPE activation 
predicting shorter-term, 6-month symptom trajectories

To examine the timing of this interaction we repeated analyses using baseline and 6-month 

data(eMethods). In the 6-month clinician-rated multivariate linear model, the interaction 

between left VS RPE activation in individuals with higher trauma exposure predicting a 
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shallower increase in clinician-rated hypo/mania severity over 6 months missed significance 

and is reported here for transparency (F[1,31]=3.683,β=

−3.301,η2=0.106,p=0.064;eTable10,eFigure2). Interestingly, the interaction between right 

amygdala RPE activation in individuals with more trauma exposure predicted increasing 

clinician-rated depression severity(F[1,31]=5.125,β=−10.211,η2=0.142,p=0.031) but did not 

predict increasing hypo/mania severity over 6 months. Consistent with our previously-

reported findings(37), greater left VS RPE activation predicted improving anhedonia over 6 

months (F[1,40]=4.428, β=−13.639,η2=0.099,p=0.042;eTable11).

Discussion

Functional abnormalities in neural regions underlying RPE are associated with affective and 

anxiety symptoms. Trauma exposure influences neural reward activation, including in VS 

and amygdala, and this may contribute to affective and anxiety symptoms. Altered VS and 

amygdala activation to RPE may facilitate development of future affective and anxiety 

symptoms following exposure to trauma. In this prospective, longitudinal study, we 

demonstrate that trauma exposure interacts with VS and amygdala RPE activation to predict 

affective symptom development. Specifically, the interaction between greater trauma and 

greater left VS RPE activation was associated with a shallower increase in hypo/mania 

severity whereas the interaction between greater trauma and greater right amygdala RPE 

activation was associated with increasing hypo/mania severity. Greater right amygdala RPE 

activation in individuals with greater trauma exposure predicted increasing clinician-rated 

depression severity over 6 months and increasing clinician-rated hypo/mania severity over 1 

year.

The VS and amygdala are integral to the generation and learning of reward, and disruptions 

in reward neural circuitry function are associated with BD(38,39,74,75). The VS receives 

dopaminergic inputs from the ventral tegmental area which encode and transmit RPE signals 

to support goal-directed behavior(32). The VS also receives glutamatergic projections from 

the basolateral nucleus of the amygdala(BLA)(16), which translate emotional state and 

affective value of stimuli to enhance goal-directed(e.g.,reward-related), behavior(76,77). 

Heightened VS activation to RE is observed in BD(38), and elevated amygdala activation to 

RE and positive emotional stimuli, in hypo/mania(39,74,75). Amygdala activation can 

reduce reward-seeking and increase avoidance, however, via enhanced connectivity between 

BLA and the centromedial nucleus of the amygdala(CeM)(78), mediating fear conditioning 

and avoidance behaviors(79). Our present finding that greater VS activation to RPE 

predicted increasing 1-year hypo/mania severity, controlling for trauma exposure, parallels 

these findings and supports Hypothesis 1. Contrary to Hypothesis 1, yet consistent with 

previous research linking amygdala activation with reduced reward seeking behavior, we 

show that greater amygdala activation to RPE predicted lower hypo/mania severity over 1 

year. The fact that left VS but right amygdala were predictors of future hypo/mania might 

reflect the left and right hemisphere roles in approach and avoidance behavior, 

respectively(80).

Trauma exposure blunts reward stimulus valuation(81) and VS activation(46), and increases 

amygdala activation(44,46,49). This parallels our findings, where the combination of greater 
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VS RPE activation and greater trauma exposure resulted in a shallower increase in hypo/

mania severity over 1 year, supporting Hypothesis 2a. While there were no direct effects of 

trauma on VS RPE activation(eTable3), greater trauma exposure likely blunts the magnitude 

of reward-related behavior associated with a given level of dopaminergically-modulated VS 

activation to RPE because of reduced BLA input to VS(50,78). Trauma exposure is also 

associated with heightened amygdala activation to viewing positive and negative emotional 

stimuli(51), and amygdala activation to valenced/salient stimuli is associated with arousal 

symptoms(e.g.,anxiety, affective lability) in trauma-associated disorders(44,49). Our finding 

that greater amygdala activation to RPE in those with greater trauma exposure predicted 

increasing hypo/mania over 1 year might reflect an association between trauma-related 

amygdala RPE activation and the arousal, but not reward-seeking, component of hypo/

mania, in support of Hypothesis 2b. Together with evidence that greater RPE-related 

amygdala activation, controlling for trauma exposure, was associated with lower hypo/mania 

severity at 1 year, our findings highlight how trauma exposure can significantly alter the 

relationship between RPE-related amygdala activation and affective symptom development.

Six-month data regarding the RPE-related VS activation-hypo/mania relationship paralleled 

1-year follow-up findings, with greater VS activation to RPE in individuals with greater 

trauma exposure predicting a shallower increase in hypo/mania over 6 months, although this 

missed significance. By contrast, greater amygdala RPE activation in individuals with more 

trauma predicted increasing depression, rather than hypo/mania, over 6 months. Taken 

together, there may be differential effects of trauma exposure on prospective relationships 

between RPE-related amygdala activation and future affective symptoms in the shorter and 

longer-term future. While we cannot make definitive statements about the timing of trauma 

exposure in the present study, one explanation for these differential effects is that greater 

trauma exposure might initially increase amygdala down-regulation of reward-related 

behavior and enhance avoidance behavior(78), due to greater BLA input to CeM at the 

expense of BLA input to VS(79), resulting in greater depression severity in the shorter 

term(6-months). Yet, greater trauma exposure might also enhance amygdala-modulated 

arousal in the longer term(1-year), potentially due to increased trauma-related BLA input to 

CeM increasing fear-conditioning-related arousal(44). While the mechanism for this latter 

relationship is unclear, it is unlikely to be the result of increased BLA input to the VS, as 

greater trauma exposure was associated with blunting of the VS activation-increasing hypo/

mania relationship over 1 year. Future translational studies focused on the timing and 

recency of trauma exposure are necessary to explore these possibilities. Our findings might 

explain the relationship between trauma exposure and BD symptoms, as individuals with BD 

experience more traumatic events than those with unipolar depression or healthy 

controls(82,83), and trauma exposure is associated with earlier symptom onset, frequent 

mood episodes, and rapid cycling in BD(84).

We did not find neural predictors of future anxiety symptoms with trauma exposure. This 

may be due to examining lifetime trauma, as anxiety symptoms undergo more rapid change 

over the 12 months following recent trauma before remitting or becoming stable/

persistent(85,86). Contrary to Hypothesis 3, we did not find a relationship between RPE-

related ACC activation, trauma exposure, and symptom trajectories, which may be due to the 

role of ACC in regulation of current affective symptoms rather than predicting future 
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symptom severity. We also did not find relationships between neural RPE activation and 

self-report symptoms, likely due to self-report scales not assessing hypo/mania. We also did 

not observe significant OFC or vlPFC activation to RPE, likely due to the fact that these 

regions are not directly involved in RPE processing. The lack of significant activation to 

RE/OE might be because of greater inter-individual variation in RE/OE-related activation, 

due to individual variation in behavioral traits(66,87). Lastly, the lack of significant 

connectivity to RPE may be due to greater inter-individual variability, negating group-level 

effects. Future studies could examine inter-individual differences in activation and 

connectivity during RE, OE, and RPE that may be related to behavioral traits and future 

symptom trajectories.

While the severity of hypo/mania symptoms in the present sample was low, BD symptoms 

emerge during young adulthood(88) and subthreshold hypo/mania symptoms predict future 

conversion to BD(89). Thus, it is important to examine predictors of increasing hypo/mania 

severity in young adulthood as a first stage toward identifying predictors of future 

conversion to BD. The present findings help elucidate potential mechanisms for the 

development of hypo/mania symptoms, and future research could examine the present 

relationships over a multi-year period. While there was no relationship between RPE-related 

VS activation and depression severity over 1 year, there was a relationship between RPE-

related amygdala activation and depression with greater trauma exposure at 6 months. 

Furthermore, in an expanded transdiagnostic sample from Eckstrand et al.(37) we again 

demonstrated the previously reported finding that greater RPE-related VS activation 

predicted improving anhedonia over 6 months. In a naturalistic, observational study over 1 

year, where the expected course of remission is within 6 months(90,91), it is plausible that a 

linear trajectory does not adequately capture depressive symptom course over 1 year, 

whereas vulnerability to hypo/mania may emerge in this timeframe. Longitudinal studies 

have shown linear models to be superior to quadratic models in modeling hypo/mania 

symptoms over two years(92,93). While we performed preliminary analyses regarding 

recency of trauma exposure, these results must be interpreted with caution given that self-

report measures are prone to biases(94). We also acknowledge that in the present design, 

RPE comprises unexpected positive and negative prediction errors and distinguishing these 

events may provide additional understanding to the observed relationships.

In conclusion, this longitudinal, observational study aimed to determine how trauma 

exposure impacts neural predictors of future affective symptoms. Our findings indicate that 

lifetime trauma exposure interacts with reward neural circuitry activation to impact future 

affective symptom trajectories in young adults. This suggests that evaluating trauma 

exposure is critically important for naturalistic and treatment studies aiming to identify 

neural predictors of future affective symptom course, and for targeting effective treatment 

interventions.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. 
A. Activation to Reward Prediction Error (RPE) in the ventral striatum, amygdala, and 

anterior cingulate cortex. B. The interaction of trauma exposure and neural activation to RPE 

in the right amygdala and left ventral striatum predicts the development of hypo/mania 

symptoms.
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Table 1.

Baseline Participant Demographics

Mean ± SD or n

Age (yrs) 21.47 ± 2.00

IQ 107.76 ± 7.55

Gender Female 48

Male 11

Race White 33

Black / African American 10

Asian 13

More than one race 3

Parental Education High school / GED 11

Some college 34

Technical school 1

College degree 12

Graduate degree 1

Psychotropic Load 0.03 ± 0.18

Traumatic Events 2.36 ± 1.61
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Table 2.

Neural activation during reward prediction error (RPE). Thresholded at pFWE<0.05, kE > 20 voxels

Region Hemisphere Voxels T-score x y z

 Ventral Striatum R 260 8.47 8 16 −6

L 118 8.26 −10 14 −8

 Amygdala R 20 6.29 18 4 −16

 Anterior Cingulate Cortex R 43 4.75 4 44 4
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Table 3.

1-year Clinician Rated Multivariate Linear Model showing association of neural activation during RPE 

with clinician rated affective symptoms between 0 and 12 months

Univariate Tests
a Predictor-Outcome Relationships

Adjusted Partial 95% CI

R2 P-value F β η2 p-value LL UL

Anxiety (HAMA) −0.074 0.800

Intercept 21.947 −2.803 0.328 <0.001 −4.008 −1.598

Trauma Exposure 0.928 0.177 0.020 0.341 −0.193 0.546

Left Ventral Striatum 0.332 1.176 0.007 0.573 −2.999 5.35

Right Amygdala 0.769 −0.941 0.017 0.385 −3.104 1.221

Right ACC 0.829 1.012 0.018 0.367 −1.226 3.25

Right Ventral Striatum 0.606 1.916 0.013 0.440 −3.04 6.873

Left Ventral Striatum * Trauma 0.348 −0.465 0.008 0.558 −2.051 1.122

Right Amygdala * Trauma 1.299 0.454 0.028 0.260 −0.348 1.256

Right ACC * Trauma 0.354 −0.255 0.008 0.555 −1.118 0.609

Right Ventral Striatum * Trauma 0.579 −0.747 0.013 0.451 −2.725 1.231

Depression (HDRS) −0.094 0.487

Intercept 80.504 −2.322 0.641 <0.001 −2.843 −1.801

Trauma Exposure 0.965 0.078 0.021 0.331 −0.082 0.237

Left Ventral Striatum 0.042 0.184 0.001 0.839 −1.622 1.989

Right Amygdala 0.074 −0.126 0.002 0.787 −1.061 0.809

Right ACC 0.804 0.431 0.018 0.375 −0.537 1.399

Right Ventral Striatum 0.776 0.938 0.017 0.383 −1.206 3.082

Left Ventral Striatum * Trauma <0.001 <−0.001 <0.001 1.000 −0.686 0.686

Right Amygdala * Trauma 0.120 0.060 0.003 0.731 −0.287 0.407

Right ACC * Trauma 0.796 −0.165 0.017 0.377 −0.539 0.208

Right Ventral Striatum * Trauma 0.430 −0.278 0.009 0.515 −1.134 0.577

Mania (YMRS) 0.178 0.032†

Intercept 6.267 −1.022 0.122 0.016 −1.844 −0.200

Trauma Exposure 0.423 0.081 0.009 0.519 −0.171 0.333

Left Ventral Striatum 8.543 4.133 0.160 0.005† 1.285 6.982

Right Amygdala 5.645 −1.740 0.111 0.022† −3.215 −0.265

Right ACC 0.873 0.708 0.019 0.355 −0.819 2.235

Right Ventral Striatum 0.010 −0.165 <0.001 0.922 −3.547 3.217

Left Ventral Striatum * Trauma 5.740 −1.288 0.113 0.021† −2.37 −0.205

Right Amygdala * Trauma 4.533 0.579 0.092 0.039† 0.031 1.126

Right ACC * Trauma 0.208 −0.133 0.005 0.651 −0.722 0.456

Right Ventral Striatum * Trauma 0.478 0.463 0.011 0.493 −0.886 1.813

†
Significant after SGoF+ multiple comparisons correction

a
These statistics refer to the effect size and significance of the univariate tests nested in the multivariate linear model

HAMA, Hamilton Anxiety Rating Scale; HRSD, Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression; SGoF+, Sequential Goodness of Fit; YMRS, Young Mania 
Rating Scale
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE

Resource Type Specific Reagent or 
Resource Source or Reference Identifiers Additional 

Information

Add additional rows as 
needed for each resource 
type

Include species and 
sex when applicable.

Include name of 
manufacturer, company, 
repository, individual, or 
research lab. Include PMID 
or DOI for references; use 
“this paper” if new.

Include catalog numbers, 
stock numbers, database IDs 
or accession numbers, 
and/or RRIDs. RRIDs are 
highly encouraged; search 
for RRIDs at https://
scicrunch.org/resources.

Include any additional 
information or notes if 
necessary.

Antibody Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable

Bacterial or Viral Strain Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable

Biological Sample Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable

Cell Line Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable

Chemical Compound or 
Drug Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable

Commercial Assay Or Kit Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable

Deposited Data; Public 
Database Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable

Genetic Reagent Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable

Organism/Strain Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable

Peptide, Recombinant 
Protein Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable

Recombinant DNA Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable

Sequence-Based Reagent Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable

Software; Algorithm Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable

Transfected Construct Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable

Other
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